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W ith remarkable consistency and a steadfast 
commitment to superlative quality, the State 
Studs of Poland have unquestionably been 

setting the standard of worldwide excellence for the 
Arabian breed globally for the most of the 20th, and un-
deniably all of the 21st, centuries. As the annual Polish 
auction nears it’s half-century anniversary celebration, 
the influence of the Polish Arabian on the worldwide sta-
ge is at an all-time high, with Polish-bred horses, both 
from the renowned State Studs and the aspiring private 
breeders of Poland, achieving in elite show rings across 
all continents and impacting major breeding programs 
in all corners of the globe. 
With high profile icons such as POGROM, PINGA, 
EMANDORIA, WIEŻA MOCY, EQUATOR & EL DO-
RADA dazzling and inspiring judges, breeders and en-
thusiasts at major industry events in Europe, the Middle 
East and North America, it comes as no surprise that the 
international community is once again resoundingly re-
minded that Poland is THE source of worldwide excel-
lence in terms of Arabian horse breeding. No country 
or program can rightfully boast decades of enduring 
success at every level from breeding horses to high-le-
vel performers in-hand and in performance. Just as the 
earliest Polish exports defined Arabian excellence in the 
United Kingdom, Spain, Germany, Russia and the Uni-
ted States in the 20th century, the modern-day Polish 
Arabian continues to raise the international standard of 
the Arabian ideal in nearly every major breeding pro-
gram and equine competition globally in the new mil-

lennium.
As Poland is indisputably recognized as THE source 
of worldwide Arabian excellence, Polish Arabian Hor-
se Days remain the single outlet annually in which the 
international community comes together to celebrate 
and honour the centuries-old tradition of Arabian horse 
breeding in Poland. It is a time of exhilaration, inspira-
tion and introspection, a rare glimpse into the heart and 
soul of the Polish Arabian breeding program amidst the 
grand spectacle of the Polish National Championships, 
the intimate insight of the State Stud Breeding Parades, 
and most importantly, the dramatic anticipation of Pri-
de of Poland. Most impressively, the annual summer 
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auction, celebrated as the Pride of Poland since 2001, 
remains THE single source from which the internatio-
nal community has the opportunity to purchase a piece 
of “Polish Perfection” for their very own. This resolute 
commitment to public auction as a means of determi-
ning fair market value for the Arabian horses of Poland 
has created a level playing field for breeders, owners 
and promoters of all means and from all backgrounds. 
Nowhere else in the world does EVERYONE have the 
unprecedented opportunity to participate in the poten-
tial purchase of an exceptional collection of world-class 
Arabian horses, and stand an equal and fair chance of 
obtaining their very own “horse of a lifetime”…
As the world has come to expect, the 2013 Pride of Po-
land collection is once again abounding in extraordina-
ry quality and unprecedented opportunity. From emer-
ging superstars ready to take the international stage by 
storm, to established broodmares in the primes of their 
lives, Pride of Poland 2013 is full of the very best Ara-
bian horses that modern-day Poland has to offer.
Reflecting back across the last decade and a half, one 
cannot discuss international show ring success without 

mentioning the name of GAZAL AL SHAQAB. His in-
fluence worldwide is unparalleled, and perhaps nowhe-
re has that influence been more poignant than in Poland. 
His daughters have redefined the international standard 
for the Arabian mare: World Champions PIANISSIMA, 
EMANDORIA & PINGA are testament the extraordina-
ry siring ability of GAZAL AL SHAQAB. Several of his 
best daughters have headlined Pride of Poland in the 
last decade: high sellers PIETA & FABRYSZKA, emer-
ging stars ESTAKA, EBLA & PAMPA, and the main at-
tractions of Pride of Poland 2012 - EJRENE & ETNO-
LOGIA. For 2013, the very best of GAZAL AL SHAQAB 
is once again offered, this time in the glorious form of 
BELGICA. 
Long before the “E” and “P” families of Poland had 
become household names and were trend setting around 
the world, the “B” family of BAŁAŁAJKA, dam of the 
incomparable Polish triumvirate of ARFA, BANDOLA 
& BASK, was establishing a worldwide dynasty of ex-
traordinary excellence. While BASK elevated the breed 
to soaring new heights in North America, sisters ARFA 
& BANDOLA remained in Poland where their invalua-
ble influence continues to modern day. The beguiling 
BELGICA is a direct descendant of “the Queen of Po-
land” herself, BANDOLA, and is considered by many 
the finest member of that dam family in residence since 
the grand dame graced the paddocks of Janów Podla-
ski more than half a century ago. A classic deep bay 
with an undeniable aristocratic quality, elegance and 
refinement, BELGICA epitomizes the Janów Podlaski 
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standard of the authentic Arabian mare. Captivatingly 
feminine with a gorgeous forehand, a beautifully di-
shed face, a superbly shaped and placed, lean elegant 
neck, and absolutely alluringly luminous eyes, Janów 
Podlaski Autumn Show Champion Mare BELGICA is 
the model of maternal perfection in terms of superlative 
structure, harmonious balance, broody substance, ca-
pable athleticism and exquisite dryness. Only because 
this beloved broodmatron has blessed Janów Podlaski 
with three exceptional daughters has she been made 
available to the international community in the prime 
of her life. When seeking the ultimate in the daughters 
of GAZAL AL SHAQAB from Poland, look no further 
than BELGICA, the immaculate incarnation of the Po-
lish Arabian mare.
Two other daughters of World Champion GAZAL AL 
SAHQAB from the “D” family of Michałów also promi-
se greatness in both their genotype and phenotype. Both 
granddaughters of the legendary beauty DALIDA, bro-
odmare supreme and winner of the Polish Derby on the 
racetrack, DAGA (out of DRUID’s full sister DAJANA) 
and DAMA KIER (out of the dynamic MONOGRAMM 
daughter DEMONA) are mares of extreme size, scope Eferada

Ekspulsja
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and distinctive beauty. The descendants of DALIDA are 
well known worldwide for their outstanding athletic 
ability, generous size and commanding show ring attitu-
de: International Champion DRABANT, full brother to 
DAMA KIER, is the most recent example of this family’s 
success on the world stage.
The other daughter of GAZAL AL SHAQAB of great in-
terest in Pride of Poland 2013 is EKSPULSJA, a proud 
member of Michałów’s world-renowned “E” family of 
champions. Charming and feminine with an exquisite 
face, long elegant neck and superbly balanced build, 
EKSPULSJA is a great-granddaughter of the legenda-
ry EMIGRACJA, “the Pearl of Michałów”, through her 
beloved dam ELANDRA: Scottsdale Champion & Uni-
ted States Reserve National Champion Mare and one of 
the most admired daughters of international supersire 
MONOGRAMM. While EKSPULSJA shares a common 
heritage with many of the most accomplished members 
of the incomparable “E” family, she is most closely re-
lated to World, Dubai International, Abu Dhabi, All Na-
tions Cup, European, World Cup & US National Cham-
pion Mare EMANDORIA as well as Pride of Poland 
2012 high-seller EJRENE.
Michałów’s “E” family of Arabian horses has proven 
to be the most accomplished and celebrated family of 
champions on the international stage over the last 40 

years. From the early days of ELKANA, ESTEBNA, 
ESPADA, ETER & ESKAPADA, to the recent successes 
of EMANDORIA, EL DORADA, EMMONA, EQUA-
TOR, EMIRA, EMBRA, EMPIRE, ESPARTO, EMAN-
DILLA & EMANDA, the famed “E” horses of Poland 
remain a universally respected and indomitable force. 
Along with EKSPULSJA, two other star members of the 
EMIGRACJA family in particular are offered for the 
discriminating buyer in 2013: ESPINILLA & EL SA-
GHIRA. Like EKSPULSJA, ESPINILLA is also out a 
beautiful and beloved daughter of MONOGRAMM, this 
time in the form of the exquisite Polish National Reser-
ve Champion ESPADRILLA. A strikingly feminine and 
showy chestnut with a flaxen mane and tail, ESPINILLA 
is sired by Straight Egyptian international champion AL 
MARAAM, making her a very close relative to twice Po-
lish National Champion, multi-International Champion 
& champion producer EMIRA.   
Holding her own as a main attraction of Pride of Po-
land 2013 is EL SAGHIRA, the most accomplished and 
widely admired daughter of the aforementioned EMIRA 
and World Champion GALBA. A sensation all across 
Europe as a junior and senior mare, EL SAGHIRA is 
just now coming into her own as a serious contender 
at the most elite level as witnessed by her Polish Natio-
nal Silver Champion Mare & World Top Ten Mare titles 
in 2012. EL SAGHIRA has all that is takes to succeed 
amongst the best: abundant authentic Arabian type, an 
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exquisite feminine face, exceptional balance and struc-
ture, reliably enthusiastic tail carriage, commanding 
show ring presence and one of the most animated and 
effortlessly athletic trots in the modern show ring. From 
an unparalleled heritage of champions with the attitude 
and desire to succeed in the show ring, EL SAGHIRA 
presents a remarkable opportunity to purchase one of 
the most complete packages in Pride of Poland 2013.  
Undeniably equal to the “E” in acclaim and influence is 
Poland’s prolific “P” family tracing to foundation mare 
PIEWICA. Household names such as PILARKA, PE-
NICYLINA, PEPTON, PIPI, PROWIZJA and PENTO-
DA all hail from this illustrious dam family, as do recent 
reigning superstars PIANISSIMA and PINGA. One of 
Pride of Poland’s most enticing offerings in 2013 is an 
esteemed member of the “P” family, out of yet another 
of the recent “P” family celebrities: European Cham-
pion and twice Polish National Champion/ Best in Show 
PALMETA. This is none other than the magnificent 
PALATINA, one of the very best daughters of reigning 
World Champion QR MARC. Already a Gold Champion 
in Poland at the Spring Show as well as at the Prague 
Intercup, PALATINA is just coming into her own as a 
show mare of great significance. Possessing the quali-
ty, femininity, structure and exuberance of her dam, the 
rich dark chestnut PALATINA is equally blessed with the 
refinement, presence, smoothness and elegance of her 
universally admired sire. Representing an exceptional 
opportunity to buy a show and breeding mare of supe-
rior heritage and unlimited potential, PALATINA is ir-
refutably one of Pride of Poland’s most appealing and 
auspicious offers.          
Two other outstanding members of Poland’s “P” fa-
mily are amongst the premier lots comprising Pride of 
Poland 2013. From Janów Podlaski comes PIETRA, a 

beautiful bay daughter of multi-US National Champion 
EDEN C. Hailing from the same branch as reigning 
Scottsdale Supreme Champion & World Cup Supreme 
Gold Champion POGROM, PIETRA is a close relative 
to Polish National Junior Champion & All Nations Cup 
Silver Champion Junior Mare PRIMERA. Proving the 
success of Polish bloodlines with World Champion AL 
LAHAB is PERLAHABA, a successful show mare inter-
nationally who traces tail female to Polish National Re-
serve Champion and broodmatron supreme PENTODA. 
Bred by the Goździalski family of Falborek Arabians, 
PERLAHABA combines the best qualities of her “P” fa-
mily heritage, the “E” influence through her maternal 
grandsire EKSTERN, and the extraordinary type and 
refinement of her celebrated Straight Egyptian sire.
While PALATINA most magnificently represents the 
success of QR MARC in the Polish breeding program, 
her inherent excellence is supported and strengthened 
by a superior collection of Polish-bred siblings, inclu-
ding reigning European and World Champions WIEŻA 
MOCY and EQUATOR. Pride of Poland is proud to 
feature two other enticing daughters in addition to 
PALATINA sired by emerging supersire QR MARC in 
2013. The Janów Podlaski-bred EFERADA has alrea-
dy proven her worth in the show ring as a multiple Top 
Five winner. Pretty, refined, well built and abundantly 
athletic, EFERADA boasts an exceptional pedigree of 
Poland’s most respected sires and dams. The Michałów-
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bred KRAŚNICA is a granddaughter of twice World 
Champion, US National Champion, Dubai Gold Cham-
pion and Pride of Poland high seller KWESTURA, an 
industry icon beloved and admired the world over.   
Another of the promising young mares of impeccable 
heritage and appealing allure is WAGIRA, an enchan-
ting daughter of multi-US National Champion ENZO. 
Already a Top Five Junior Champion Mare at the Polish 
National Show, WAGIRA is poised to garner more show 
ring acclaim for her new owner on the same scale as her 
Scottsdale-winning dam WKRA. Combining both the 
world-class of excellence of GAZAL AL SHAQAB and 
MONOGRAMM via the distaff branch of her pedigree, 
WAGIRA can also claim direct influence from the legen-
dary WILEJKA and WARMIA, two of Michałów’s most 
beloved and influential mares representing Poland’s ol-
dest dam line of Szweykowska.  
Pride of Poland has often hosted several of the very best 
daughters of undefeated World, European, All Nations 
Cup and Polish National Champion EKSTERN, most of 
whom have not only fetched impressive prices at public 
auction, but have gone on to garner show ring acclaim 
and significantly impact the breeding programs of their 
new owners. Another of EKSTERN’s best is offered in 
2013: international champion FIGURANTKA. Priva-
tely bred and owned, FIGURANTKA perfectly blends 
the best bloodlines of the Michałów Stud, tracing tail 
female to the athletically inclined family of Forta.
Several of Poland’s best producing mares further streng-
then the Pride of Poland 2013 collection. Amongst these 
are Janów Podlaski’s beautiful ECAHO daughter CE-
RINOLA, as well as Michałów’s EMIGRANT daughters 
PERGA, WIEŻA SNÓW and FELLENA as well as the 

incomparable ZAGROBLA’s eldest daughter ZŁOTA 
ORDA. Several of Poland’s very best mares and for-
mer high-selling celebrities are further represented by 
outstanding young daughters, including OLITA’s EK-
STERN daughter OSTOJA, HEKLA’s HS ETIQUETTE 
daughter HORDA and show ring winner EUDORA, out 
of EUZETIA and sired by Polish National Champion 
PIAFF.    
While pursuing Arabian excellence in all endeavours, 
look no further than Pride of Poland 2013 for the next 
major step in your breeding and/or show program. 
Chart your path to success with the celebrated tradition 
of excellence and proven genetic strength of the Polish 
Arabian horse. Join the innovative leaders from all over 
the globe who continue to reap the infinite benefits that 
define the Arabian horse of Poland. 
Discover for yourself the world of opportunity and futu-
re rewards that await in Pride of Poland 2013… q
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mares & Fillies:
Name Colour Born sire Dam/by Breeder Owner
ADELINA	 grey	 2005	 Grafik	 Anakonda/Monogramm	 Michałów	 Michałów
ALCAZARA	 bay	 2009	 Ganges	 Alhambra/Ecaho	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
ALEGRA	 chest.	 2008	 Ganges	 Alena/Emigrant	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
ANANDA	 grey	 2004	 Pesal	 Aneksja/Balon	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
ANILINA	 grey	 2009	 Porto	 Anilla/Pesal	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
ANTAJA	 grey	 2004	 Ekstern	 Abba/Pesal	 Białka	 Białka
BARONESSA	 grey	 2009	 Perseusz	 Bajgora/Pamir	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
BELGICA	 grey	 2006	 Gazal	Al	Shaqab	 Bogini/Arbil	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
BINT	MOLETA	 grey	 2004	 Ecaho	 KP	Bint	Malikah	El	Nil	(DE)	 Krzysztof	Goździalski	 Falborek	Arabians
CENTURIA	 grey	 2010	 Esparto	 Cyrolka/Pesal	 Białka	 Białka
CERINOLA	 grey	 2001	 Ecaho	 Celna/Alegro	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
CERVINIA	 grey	 2009	 Enzo	 Cerelia/Emigrant	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
CYRYLICA	 chest.	 2000	 Empres	 Centra/Eukaliptus	 Kurozwęki	 Jean	Martin	Popiel
DAGA	 dark	bay	 2004	 Gazal	Al	Shaqab	 Dajana/Wojsław	 Michałów	 Michałów
DAMA	KIER	 bay	 2004	 Gazal	Al	Shaqab	 Demona/Monogramm	 Michałów	 Michałów
DOMBRA	 grey	 2001	 Eldon	 Dąbrowica/Endel	 Michałów	 Michałów
EFERADA	 bay	 2009	 QR	Marc	 Efuzja/Emigrant	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
EKSPULSJA	 grey	 2004	 Gazal	Al	Shaqab	 Elandra/Monogramm	 Michałów	 Michałów
EL	SAGHIRA	 grey	 2007	 Galba	 Emira/Laheeb	 Michałów	 Michałów
ELATHA	 grey	 2008	 Pegasus	 Eurita/Pamir	 Białka	 Białka
ELFERA	 chest.	 2006	 Psytadel	 Eiffla/Ekstern	 Lech	Błaszczyk	 Lech	Błaszczyk
ELLANDA	 bay	 1998	 Wojsław	 Ellada/Balon	 Michałów	 Michałów
ELOMINA	 grey	 2011	 Eryks	 Elocea/Salar	 Białka	 Białka
ENAAM	 grey	 2006	 Ekstern	 Elwira/Arbil	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
ESPINILLA	 chest.	 2007	 Al	Maraam	 Espadrilla/Monogramm	 Michałów	 Michałów
EUDORA	 grey	 2004	 Piaff	 Euzetia/Etogram	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
EZYGONA	 chest.	 2009	 Piaff	 Emda/Metropolis	NA	 Białka	 Białka
FELLENA	 grey	 2005	 Emigrant	 Felicjana/Ekstern	 Michałów	 Michałów
FIGURANTKA	 grey	 2004	 Ekstern	 Firosetta/Eldon	 Stanisław	Sławiński	 Czeple	Arabians
GARUDA	 grey	 2007	 Galba	 Gotlandia/Pesal	 Michałów	 Michałów
HORDA	 grey	 2005	 HS	Etiquette	 Hekla/Primo	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
KRAŚNICA	 chest.	 2009	 QR	Marc	 Kasjopea/Eldon	 Michałów	 Michałów
NIEBIANKA	 bay	 2004	 Emigrant	 Nana/Fawor	 Alicja	Najmowicz	 Paweł	Redestowicz	-	Windoor	
ORLANKA	 chest.	 2005	 Aslan	 Osaka/Europejczyk	 Czesław	Witko	 Paweł	Redestowicz	-	Windoor	
OSTOJA	 grey	 2005	 Ekstern	 Olita/Ecaho	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
PALATINA	 chest.	 2009	 QR	Marc	 Palmeta/Ecaho	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
PATIENA		 grey		 2011		 Ekstern	 Pasywa/Wachlarz	 Lech	Błaszczyk	 Lech	Błaszczyk
PERGA	 grey	 2000	 Emigrant	 Pergola/Falsyfikat	 Michałów	 Michałów
PERLAHABA	 grey	 2010	 Al	Lahab	 Pernacja/Ekstern	 Krzysztof	Goździalski	 Falborek	Arabians
PERMILA	 grey	 2005	 Ararat	 Perfazja/Batyskaf	 Białka	 Białka
PIETRA	 bay	 2009	 Eden	C	 Pepina/Pilot	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
POEZJA	 chest.	 2007	 Enzo	 Pelota/Pilot	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
PROSNA	 grey	 2004	 Grafik	 Prudencja/Emigrant	 Michałów	 Michałów
PUSTYNNA	FIESTA	 grey	 2009	 Ekstern	 Pusynna	Róża/Emigrant	 Michałów	 Michałów
SPAŁA	 grey	 2003	 Ekstern	 Słonka/Wojsław	 Bogusław	Dąbrowski	 Bogusław	Dąbrowski
WAGIRA	 chest.	 2008	 Enzo	 Wkra/Gazal	Al	Shaqab	 Michałów	 Michałów
WARSA	 bay	 2009	 Ganges	 Watra/Metropolis	NA	 Janów	Podlaski	 Janów	Podlaski
WIEŻA	SNÓW	 dark	chest.	 2005	 Emigrant	 Wieża	Babel/Laheeb	 Michałów	 Michałów
WOŁYNIANKA	 bay	 2005	 Wołyń	 Wizyta/Wermut	 Agricola	Farm	 Paweł	Redestowicz	-	Windoor	
ZATOKA	PERSKA	 bay	 1999	 Wachlarz	 Zuzanna/Wojsław	 Michałów	 Michałów
ZŁOTA	ORDA	 grey	 1999	 Pesal	 Zagrobla/Monogramm	 Michałów	 Michałów
ZMOWITA	 chest.	 2008	 Enzo	 Zmowa/Monogramm	 Michałów	 Michałów
ZORZA	PORANNA	 bay	 2005	 Wołyń	 Zulejda/Empres	 Agricola	Farm	ABS	Ltd.	 Paweł	Redestowicz	-	Windoor	
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www.PRIDEOfPOLAND.PL


